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Due to structural damage caused by this winter’s record-breaking cold temperatures across the area, the 

Franklin Street Bridge has been closed to all traffic – both vehicular and pedestrian. While the bridge was 

expected to remain closed until April 15, the La Porte County Commissioners are pleased to announce that the 

bridge will open two weeks ahead of schedule on Thursday afternoon, March 28th. 

 

“While this was an emergency repair caused by severe weather, we were able to complete some additional 

important repairs while the bridge was out of service,” said Dr. Vidya Kora, County Board of Commissioners 

president. “We had to address the emergency repairs for public safety and make sure the bridge is fully 

serviceable done prior to the start of our busy seasonal traffic.”  

Repairs were funded from the Major Bridge Fund which pays for engineering services and construction. 

The project was managed by Andy Skwiat of Marquis Electric with other area firms doing the specialized work 

required on the project.  All work with the exception of mechanical certification and restoration of the pedestal 

bearings has been performed by La Porte County contractors. 

Items completed:  

 

 Our team removed the existing roadway surface over both north and south machinery decks because 

of damage caused by the frigid temperatures experienced this winter.   

 These surfaces were replaced with specialized fiber reinforced polymer panels custom-built specifically 

for Franklin Street Bridge by Composite Advantage in Dayton, Ohio.  This was the ideal solution for our 

bridge since fiber reinforced polymer is lighter and more durable than concrete.   

 The new materials allowed us to remove ballast (weight) from underneath, leaving the bridge more 

balanced than it was previously. 

 During this process, we were able to gain access and perform the following:  Remove, rebuild and 

reinstall the differential gear assemblies; repair and replace the differential shafts including associated 

bearings.  Also, rebabbitting and machining of the pedestal bearings. 

 Deteriorated structural rivets were replaced with new Grade 5 fabricated bolts along with machinery 

electrical upgrades. 

The bridge has passed mechanical inspection and is cleared for operation.  We are currently finalizing our work 

in order to have the road opened and bridge returned to service Thursday afternoon, March 28th. 

This historical structure has held up well since it as built in 1932 with a timber deck, and two Art Deco bridge 

houses. The double leaf bascule carries a roadway section of 36’ and 2 8’ wide sidewalks.  The total length of 

the structure is 213’ and the width is 53’.  Significant components of the bridge are original. 
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